Greetings from FASEUK to Makali Junction School / Rothuk School; to the Principal, the board of governors, the teachers and staff and very importantly, the children.

We are so happy that today you are receiving gifts sent with love from schools and children in the UK who are happy to share their resources and materials with you.

Children and teachers from schools in Wales have been busily collecting items that they hope you will enjoy and will assist you in gaining an excellent education. Friends and members of the local churches have contributed the finances to enable us to ship these goods to you.

It is the ultimate goal of FASE to help establish enterprising programmes so that there is an on-going and reliable source of income to support the needs of the local people.
We are hoping in the future to combine our efforts with yours to enable this school community to work towards a regular and sufficient income to maintain the important work of educating your precious children. This may be in the form of a garden or by other means where FASE will dialogue with you to help our combined efforts make this dream a reality.

Please accept these gifts with love, and FASE looks forward to a good and happy relationship with you in the future whereby the education of your children is assured while at the same time bringing less of a financial burden to each family in the community.

Patricia Eastwood / FASEUK